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Scientifichighlightsfrom theJune1991storm:

* All particleandfield boundariesmoveequatorwardduring the initial phaseof
thestorm

, Electric field boundarieswerecloseto theinneredgeof thering currentor at
lowerL shellsthroughoutthemainandrecoveryphases

• Electricpotentialsatsubaurorallatitudeswerelargefractionsof the total
potentialsin theafternooncell

• Theequatorwardboundaryof auroralelectronprecipitationmirroredthe
electricfield boundary,but showedahigherdegreeof variability, partially
from inflation fromthestorm-timering current

Summary:

Significantprogresshasbeenmadeon theanalysisof theJune,1991storm. We
havecompletedtheanalysisof theCRRESandDMSPdatasets.Wehavebeenableto
follow theevolutionduringthestormof the inneredgeof theelectricfield patternsin the
dusksectorandits relationto electronboundaries,ion boundariesandthe ring current.
WhereastheCRRESdataprovideradialcutsout throughtheplasmasphereevery 10
hours,DMSPprovidessnapshotseveryorbit of thepotentialandparticleboundaries.
Electricfield andenergeticparticlemeasurementsfrom CRRESandion drifts and
energeticparticlemeasurementsfrom DMSPprovidetheprincipaldatasets.The
combineddatasetprovideshighresolutiondefinition of theboundarymotionsoverthe
phasesof thestorm. L shelldifferencesbetweentheDMSPandCRRESparticle
boundariesareeasilyexplainedbyinflationof thedusksectorby thering current. The

electric field boundaries are typically associated with the ion boundary and the inner edge

of the ring current except during rapid increases in the cross-polar cap potential. A

significant fraction of the dusk cell potential is found inside the plasmasheet electron

inner edge. Twice dui'ing the storm this potential exceeded 60 kV. A paper (copy

attached) has been prepared (Burke et al., 1998) and submitted to JGR. An invited paper

will be presented by Burke at the spring AGU meeting. An abstract has also been

submitted to the COSPAR meeting for presentation by Maynard.

New simulations have been carried out with the Rice Convection Model for the

magnetic storm of June 4-5, 1991, and comparisons have been made with CRRES and

DMSP data. These RCM runs contained several major code improvements:
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1. The magnetic fields vary continuously through the event, using input magnetic field

models scaled with standoff distance, Dst, and auroral boundary index; this allows study

of the subtle effects of large-scale changes in magnetospheric configuration on ring-
current injection.

2. The high-L boundary of the RCM calculation varies continuously in time and is not

aligned with a grid line.

3. The initial condition includes a representation of the quiet-time ring current. This

allows us to evaluate how much of the storm-time ring current consists of fresh plasma

from the plasma sheet and how much consists of pre-existing ring-current particles that

have been energized in the storm and injected deeper into the magnetosphere.

Simulation results have been compared with CRRES observations. A detailed

comparison has been carried out for one particularly interesting pass, the outbound part of

orbit 766. The RCM predicts that electric fields at MLT = 17 peak near L = 4, in

agreement with observations. Model and measurements are also in rough agreement with

regard to peak strength, but the RCM predicts stronger electric fields at higher L than

were actually observed by CRRES. RCM predictions were also compared with

measurements of the time-dependent L-values of the duskside electron inner edge and

electric-field boundary; agreement was good during the main phase of the storm, less

impressive at the beginning of the event. A paper by Garner et al. was presented at the

fall AGU meeting. An abstract by Garner et al. has been submitted to the spring AGU
meeting.

Future directions:

Our study of the June 1991 magnetic storm will continue in several directions into

the third year of the contract. We will continue our collaboration with Dick Wolfs group

at Rice University to simulate the development of the ring current and its role in shielding

electric fields from the innermost parts of the magnetosphere. Gussenhoven and Burke

plan to study empirical relationships between auroral electron boundaries and penetration

electric fields as a function of magnetic local time away from the dusk sector using

measurements from all three DMSP satellites that were operating at the time of the storm.

We plan to continue the data analysis with the selection of another storm. Two

candidates are being investigated. The August 1990 storm is complementary to the

present study by providing data on the dawn side. In addition to understanding the

elctrodynamics of the dawnside during storms, this event would provide insight for

magnetic field modelers relative to ring currents and storm time effects. The second

candidate is the July 1991 storm. This storm is when CRRES is obtaining data on the

dusk side, similar to the June storm. It has a unique feature of a long, gradually

decreasing period of negative IMF Bz during the period of maximum negative DST. We

plan to proceed with the study of one or both of these storms. Howard Singer will help

choose the first candidate to be analyzed and will assist in the determination of ring

current effects based on the magnetic field data.



In themodelingares,weplanfurtheranalysisof theJune1991stormto
investigateseveralfundamentalissueswith regardto the injectionof thestorm-timering
current:
1. Can our model calculations explain CRRES observations of very strong electric fields

earthward of the duskside electron plasma sheet in large storms? The tentative answer,

based on the initial set of RCM runs, seems to be "yes."

2. Does a significant fraction of the storm-time ring current result from acceleration of

particles that were in the quiet-time ring current before the storm? This possibility was

suggested years ago by Lyons and Williams but has never been systematically

investigated with a computational model. Again, the tentative answer, based on the first

set of runs, seems to be "yes," but more careful study is needed.

3. Observations indicate large increases in fluxes of 100-keV ions at L - 3 during strong

magnetic storms. A key question is: can a theoretical model with self-consistently

computed electric field explain the observed increases? Or does some other mechanism,

outside the conventional picture, have to be at work? Earlier work by Margaret Chen and

collaborators suggested that it may not be possible to explain the observed increases in

terms of models based on the conventional picture.

4. Does our improved model predict realistic penetration of the electric field to the mid-

and low-latitude ionosphere (L < 2)7 The first runs predict unrealistically strong fields at
low latitudes.

5. Do electric fields generated by thermospheric winds substantially affect ring-current

injection?

The Rice group is using the June 4-5, 1991, event as a focus for a major

theoretical study of the ring current. Processing of input data for the event and

comparisons with CRRES data have been supported almost entirely by this contract

Much of the overall theoretical effort, and the accompanying code development, have

been supported by NASA grant NAG5-4267 and NSF grant ATM-9613824.

Augmentation:

The Principal Investigator is the US representative for IACG Campaign 2 on

boundary layers. That committee has decided to meet in conjunction with the COSPAR

meeting in Nagoya, Japan, in July, 1998. As a result of conversations with Dr. Zannetti

at NASA Headquarters, a cost proposal for that trip is attached for $4,540.00 as an

augmentation to the funding for Option 2. An abstract has also been submitted to

COSPAR on the work of this contract for presentation at that meeting. However, Dr.

Maynard will not be able to attend without the augmentation.



Electrodynamics of the inner magnetosphere observed in the

dusk sector by CRRES and DMSP during the magnetic storm

of June 4- 6, 1991
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Gentile, 3 M. S. Gussenhoven, 1 C. Y. Huang, 3 T. W. Garner, 4 and F. J. Rich 1
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Abstract. We compareequatorward/earthward boundariesof convectionelectric

fields and auroral/plasma sheet electronsdetected by the DMSP F8 and CRRES

satellites during the June 1991 magnetic storm. Measurements come from the dusk

magnetic local time sector where the ring current penetrates closest to the Earth. The

storm was triggered by a rapid increase in the solar wind dynamic pressure accompanied

by a southward turning of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). Satellite data

show that: (1) All particle and field boundaries moved equatorward/earthward during

the initial phase, probably in response to the strong southward IMP turning. (9.)

Electric field boundaries were either at lower magnetic L shells or close to the inner

edge of ring current ions throughout the main and early recovery phases. Penetration

earthward of the ring current occurred twice as the polar cap potential increased

rapidly. (3) Electric potentials at subauroral latitudes were large fractions of the total

potentials in the afternoon cell, twice exceeding 60 kV. (4) The boundaries of auroral

electron precipitation were more variable than those of electric fields and mapped to

lower L shells than where CRRES encountered plasma sheet electrons. Observations

qualitatvely agree with predictions of empirical models for auroral electron and electric

field boundaries.



Introduction

Empirical knowledge about the distribution of electric fields in the ionosphere

and magnetosphere is critical for modelling global plasma transport during periods

of high geomagnetic activity. The purpose of this paper is to describe the evolution

of convective electric fields observed at high and low altitudes during the magnetic

storm of June 4 - 6, 1991. Primary data come from the ion drift meter (IDM) on

the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program Flight 8 (DMSP F8) satellite in the

topside ionosphere and the electric field instrument (EFI) on the Combined Release and

Radiation Effects Satellite (CRlZES) near the equatorial plane of the magnetosphere.

Supporting information is provided by particle spectrometers on both spacecraft and a

magnetometer on CRRES. At various times during the storm the orbits of both satellites

traversed the dusk magnetic local time (MLT) sector. The emphasis of this paper is on

electric field penetration to low magnetic invariant latitudes, A in the ionosphere, and L

shells in the magnetosphere. Comparisons between the two data sets are justified by the

proximity of the two spacecraft in MLT and implemented through the simple mapping

relationship between A and L in regions where the Earth's magnetic field usually is

nearly dipolar.

It has long been known that storm-time electric fields couple the ionosphere at

high and low latitudes. Nopper and Carovillano [1978] showed that the enhanced region

1 field-aligned currents of high magnetic activity periods cause the equipotentials of

high latitude convection patterns to expand equatorward. For the purpose of this study

it is useful to distinguish between two equipotential shapes that appear in Figure 1

of Nopper and CarovilIano [1978]. The first looks similar to those found at auroral

latitudes during moderate activity [Heppner and Maynard, 1987]. In the dusk sector the

associated electric fields are mostly meridional, pointing poleward, and driving westward

plasma convection. The second equipotential shape extends to much lower latitudes and

is associated with zonal electric fields at equatorial latitudes [Nopper and Carovillano,
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1978].

The distribution of electric fields in the magnetosphere affects the drifts of plasma

constituents. The general features of electric field and particle boundaries can be

understood in terms of convection theory. Schield et al. [1969] and VasyIiunas [1970;

1972] showed that the inner edge of the plasma sheet/ring current population tends to

shield the inner magnetosphere from the convection electric field. Region 2 Birkeland

currents flow along field lines threading the inner plasma sheet to support the shielding.

In the plasma sheet and ring current, ions are more energetic than electrons and

contribute more to the gradient-curvature drift component of the current [Hard et al.,

1981a, b]. Thus, ions play the dominant role in generating region 2 currents. When

shielding is good the most earthward penetration of strong electric fields should roughly

coincide with the inner edge of ring current ions.

Kavanagh et aI. [1968] first showed that plasma sheet electrons drift closer to the

Earth on the dawn than on the dusk side. Combined electric field and gradient-curvature

drifts allow energetic ions to reach closer to the Earth in the dusk sector than electrons

[Chen, 1970]. However, in the absence of sunlight, electron precipitation controls

ionospheric conductance. This vanishes equatorward of the auroral electron boundary.

Part of the post-dusk region 2 current flows along the ion inner edge into the low

conductance part of the nightside ionosphere. Southwood and Wolf [1978] suggested

that strong electric fields would be needed to drive ionospheric currents poleward from

the ion inner edge to the high conductance auroral oval. These strong electric fields

are among the most dramatic manifestations of shielding that appear at subauroral

latitudes [Smiddy et al., 1977; Maynard et al., 1980] and rapid plasma drifts [Galperin

et al., 1973; Anderson et al., 1993]. These phemomena are now commonly referred to

as subauroral ion drift (SAID) events. They are characterized by intense electric fields

(_100 mV/m) that are confined to narrow latitudinal ranges (,_1 °) in the post-dusk

sector of the ionosphere. We show that in the large magnetic storm of June 4 - 6, 1991
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the electronand ion boundariesbecomeseparatedby more than 1 °, In this case the

elelectric field become spread out. DMSP F8 crossed only SAID structures and these

were embedded in much broader regions of subauroral electric fields.

Shielding reflects adjustments in the positions and strengths of the storm-time

ring current. The force balance equation near the equatorial plane of the inner

magnetosphere Vp = j × B, is well approximated by cgnp .._ OnB2/21Zo. Here p and j

represent the pressure and current density of the ring current; B is the Earth's magnetic

field. The eastward and westward portions of the ring current are driven by oppositely

directed pressure gradients in the radial profile of the ring current ions [McEntire et aI.,

1985]. The location of the westward ring current's inner edge appears as a minimum

in the profile of the difference between the magnitudes of the measured and the model

magnetic field values [CahiIl, 1973]. This corresponds to the maximum energy density or

pressure of ring current ions [Berko et al., 1975]. The weaker eastward ring current flow.s

earthward of this location [see Lui et al., 1987; DeMichelis et al., 1997]. The principal

energy density of the storm-time ring current is in the 24 - 300 keV range [Smith and

Hoffman, 1973]. In the dusk-sector region of deepest ring current penetration, ion

energy-versus-time spectrograms are characterized by "nose" shaped structures. On the

spectrograms the "nose" energy is generally between 30 and 40 keV and is determined

by the convection, corotation and gradient drifts [Smith and Hoffman, 1975]. The

medium energy of quiet-time ring current ions is >300 keV [Smith and Hoffman, 1973].

Recent studies have focused on the effects of storm-time electric fields on plasma

drifts in the equatorial ionosphere [Spiro et al., 1988; Fejer at aI., 1990; Scherliess and

Fejer, 1997; Fejer and Scherliess, 1997]. Techniques were developed to distinguish effects

of penetrating zonal electric fields [Nopper and Carovillano, 1978] and of the storm-time

dynamo [Blanc and Richmond, 1980]. In the strict sense used by Fejer and coworkers,

"penetration" refers to not fully shielded electric fields whose ionospheric effects reach all

the way to the magnetic equator. Unfortunately, neither DMSP nor CRRES can reliably



measurethese relatively weak zonal electric fields. Given the measuring capabihties of

the two spacecraft, in this paper we use the term "penetration" to describe electric fields

(plasma drifts) that are detected equatorward of the boundary of low-energy auroral

electron precipitation or earthward of the inner boundary of plasma sheet electrons

regardless of the level of shielding by ring current ions.

Gussenhoven et al. [1981] reported that the equatorward boundary of auroral

electron precipitation in the ionosphere is MLT dependent and strongly correlates

with the level of geomagnetic activity. They interpreted this auroral boundary as the

earthward boundary of the plasma sheet and showed that its variations are empirically

well described by the Volland-Stern electric field model [VolIand, 1975; Stern, 1975].

Best fits were obtained with the Volland-Stern parameter 7 _ 2. In this interpretation

the equatorward auroral electron boundary maps the position of the zero-energy

Alfv6n boundary in the magnetosphere, the instantaneous separatrix between open and

closed equipotentials in the magnetospheric equatorial plane. This boundary separates

equipotentials that contact the magnetopause from those that circulate within the

plasmasphere. The empirical fitting index 7 describes the degree of penetration to the

inner magnetosphere, V = 1 corresponds to full penetration and 7 = oo to full shielding

[Southwood and Kaye, 1979].

The next section describes the DMSP F8 and CRRES orbits and the particle and

field sensors on these spacecraft. The observations section first gives an overview of

the June 4 - 6, 1991 magnetic storm. We then present and compare the DMSP and

CRRES electric field and electron measurements. Electric field penetrations of the inner

magneotsphere are also compared with locations of the ring current determined using

CRRES magnetic field measurements. We show that during the main and early recovery

phases of the storm, dipole mappings of auroral electron boundaries measured by DMSP

in the ionosphere were consistently earthward of plasma sheet electron boundaries

crossed by CRRES near the magnetic equator. The discussion section compares satellite
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observations with the predictions of empirical models of auroral electron boundaries

[Gussenhoven et at., 1981] and magnetospheric electric fields [Volland, 1973; Stern,

1975]. Elements of the Volland-Stern model relevant to this study are described in an

appendix.

Instrumentation

DMSP F8 is in a circular polar orbit at _840 km that is sun-synchronous and

lies close to the geographic dawn-dusk meridian. Because of the offset between the

geographic and geomagnetic poles, the highest magnetic latitude (A,,,ax) reached by

the satellite differs in diurnally repeated patterns. Trajectories with A,,,ax > 80 ° occur

between 2300 and 1200 UT. In the southern (northern) hemisphere the F8 trajectory

generally crosses the magnetic noon-midnight meridian on the night (day) side of the

dawn-dusk meridian. Data come from an ion drift meter (IDM), [Rich and Hairston,

1994] and an ion/electron spectrometer [Hardy et al., 1984] that are identical to sensors

previously flown on DMSP.

The IDM measures the horizontal and vertical components of plasma flow across

the trajectory. The horizontal drift is driven by the meridional component of the electric

field. The electric field parallel to the spacecraft's track can be calculated from the

"frozen in flux" equation

E=-v×B

where E is the convection electric field, B is the geomagnetic field and v is the ion drift

velocity. The electric field component along the spacecraft velocity vector is

Ep:r:n¢l = (--Vho_,=- B_,,,.,) + (-v,_,,.t . Bho,.,=)

Integration of this electric field component gives the potential distribution along the

trajectory.

¢(L) = / Ep_,l • dl



The limits of the integration are nominally set at 50 ° magnetic latitude on either

side of the polar region. This assumes that ¢ = 0 and E = 0 at mid-latitudes. This is not

aways true. During significant geomagnetic activity, the limits are stepped equatorward

in increments of 5° until v _ 0. Also, if H + ions are present at 50 °, a false v _ 0 signal

is received. If this condition is detected, a search is made to find a location where v _ 0

poleward of 50 ° and equatorward of auroral activity. If such a location cannot be found,

the pass is not processed. After a pass is initially processed the computed ¢ may not be

zero. When this happens the ¢ distribution is adjusted with a linear trend that forces ¢

to zero at the end of the integration path. If the correction is large, then the results of

the integration are usually ignored. At mid to high latitudes the vertical drift is mostly

field aligned. At equatorial latitudes the zonal electric field component drives upward

drifts that are usually too small to be measured reliably by the IDM.

Particle spectrometers on DMSP satellites measure fluxes of downcoming electrons

and ions in the energy range from 30 eV to 30 keV, in 20 logarithmically-spaced steps.

In this paper we are interested in electron measurements primarily to identify the low

latitude boundary of auroral electron precipitation.

The CRRES satellite flew the most complete array of particle and field

instrumentation ever assembled for investigations of the inner magnetosphere. It was

launched in late July 1990 into an 18.2 ° inclination orbit with apogee at a geocentric

distance of 6.3 RE and perigee at an altitude of 350 km. The orbital period was about

10 hours. The satellite was spin stabilized at a rate of 2 rpm, with its spin axis pointing

within 15 ° of the Sun. The local time of apogee during June 1991 was in the early

evening sector. Of the scientific data compiled by CRRES, we are here concerned with

measurements taken during outbound passes by the electric field instrument (EFI)

[Wygant et al., 1992], the low-energy plasma analyzer (LEPA) [Hardy et al., 1993], and

the magnetic field instrument (MFI) [Singer et al., 1992]. During inbound passes inside

the L _ 4 magnetic shell, CRRES was in eclipse and these sensors were turned off to



conservebattery power.

The EFI on CRRES utilized a biased,doublefloating probe technique with both

cylindrical and spherical sensorslocated on 100-mtip-to-tip wire antennas. Both

types of sensorscould be biased to optimize the impedancebetweenthe probes and

the plasma and thus minimize errors. The bias currentseffectivelynull photoemission

currents to the sensorsand minimize changesin floating potentials for small variations

in collection current. Pointing the spin axis of CRRES toward the sun minimized

photocurrent asymmetries.The two electric field measurementaxeswere in the spin

plane approximately alignedwith the solar-ecliptic Y and Z directions. The third

component can be derived using the E • B = 0 condition whenever the magnetic field

vector lies more than 20 ° from the satellite's spin plane. Although the normal sampling

rate is 32 s -1, here we present spin-averaged measurements from the cylindrical probes

using a least-squares fit to a sine wave over each satellite rotation.

The MFI on CRRES monitored variations in the Earth's magnetic field using

a triaxial fluxgate magnetometer mounted at the end of a 6.1 m mast. The normal

sampling rate was 16 s -1. Two different gain ranges of 4-45,000 nT and ±900 nT

allowed least significant bit resolution of 22 and 0.4 nT, respectively. The instrument is

typically in high-sensitivity mode on all three axes over 75% of each CRRES orbit.

LEPA consisted of two triquadraspherical electrostatic analyzers with microchannel

plate detectors to measure fluxes of electrons and ions with energies between 10 eV

and 30 keV. During the CRRES mission the ion detector covered the full range of

energies. Measurements from electron energy channels below 100 eV are not available.

The analyzers had fields of view of 128 ° by 5.5 °, and were mounted on the spacecraft to

cover the range 30 ° to 150 ° with respect to the satellite's spin axis. The 128 ° field of

view was divided into 16 zones of 8 ° width. Usually the detectors sampled fluxes both

parallel and antiparallel to the Earth's magnetic field once per spin. The full energy

range was swept 64 times per satellite spin. The detector thus sampled the complete
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rangeof pitch anglesfor 0° to 180 ° every 15 s with a resolution of 5.5 ° by 8°.

Far more information was collected by LEPA than could be transmitted to

ground with available telemetry. Thus, different two-dimensional cuts through the

measurements giving energy/pitch-angle distributions were specified prior to launch.

This paper utilizes data acquired in its most commonly used operating mode. The MFI

readings were used to identify the LEPA zone whose plane of rotation contained the loss

cone. For all cases studied LEPA telemetered 64 energy spectra per spin acquired in

that zone. Data discussed here represent snapshots taken when that zone was looking

perpendicular or parallel to the magnetic field.

Observations

This section has three parts. The first gives an overview of solar wind/IMF inputs

and global magnetospheric responses during the magnetic storm of June 4 - 6, 1991.

The second and third subsections give DMSP F8 and CRRES observations in the

ionosphere and magnetosphere, respectively. To facilitate comparisons between the two

spacecraft we reference measurements to invariant latitude A and magnetic L shell.

We then illustrate our methods for identifying the inner boundaries of auroral/plasma

sheet electron fluxes and electric fields. Examples given in Plates 1 and 2B were chosen

for presentation because the satellites encountered the boundaries at nearly the same

times. Consecutive high-latitude passes of DMSP indicate that the electric field and

auroral electron boundaries were nearly stationary at the time of the example. Finally,

we compare observed variations of the boundaries at the locations of the two spacecraft.

Environmental Overview

From top to bottom, Figure 1 plots as functions of UT on June 4 - 6, 1991, hourly

averages of the the solar wind density n, and speed V, and five minute averages of the

three components of the IMF, presented in standard geocentric solar magnetospheric
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(GSM) coordinates. The data were taken by the IMP 8 satellite in the postnoon sector,

prior to its entering the magnetosheath. For simphcity we adopt the notation 4/1200

UT in referring to 1200 UT on June 4, 1991. There are significant data gaps near 4/0954

- 1255, 5/0556 - 1010, and 5/1736 - 2057 UT. Solar wind data are not available for

most of June 6. High resolution solar wind measurements show that at _4/1530 UT V

rapidly increased from _460 km/s to 600 km/s. The variations in n and V indicate that

the largest dynamic pressure of the solar wind occurred early on June 5. Simultaneous

with the jump in V, IMF Bz turned southward, and maintianed that polarity until

,,_4/2100 UT. Significant southward IMF turnings occurred near 5/0300, 5/1400, 5/23,

6/0100 and 6/0700 UT.

Information about global magnetospheric responses to the solar wind/IMF

variations are presented in Figure 2. The top plot contains polar cap potentials, epc,

estimated with the W-96 model (dashed line) from interplanetary parameters [Weimer

et aI., 1996] and measured by DMSP F8 (triangles). Hash marked segments above

these plots indicate times when A,,_a_ > 80 ° and DMSP trajectories were favorably

positioned to cross large fractions of ¢_. The second and third plots show values of the

magnetic Kp and Dst indices. For later reference, the bottom plot gives the magnetic L

shell location of CRRES during orbits 764 through 770. The letters E and e represent

locations on outbound CRRES passes when EFI first encountered dawn-to-dusk electric

fields and LEPA detected plasma sheet electron fluxes, respectively. During the prestorm

orbit 764 the inner boundary of the plasma sheet was beyond CRRES apogee.

Storm initiation was detected as a 34 nT sudden storm commencement (SSC) at

4/1535 UT at the Ettayapuram station on the magnetic equator. Near this time the

hourly averaged value of Dst increased from -1 to +11 nT. The initial phase ended

after 4/1700 UT. The main phase is marked by three ring current injections with

minimum magnetic deflections -50, -190 and -219 nT at 4/2200, 5/0800 and 5/2000

UT. Each of these ring current injections follows a southward excursion of IMF Bz
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(Figure 1). A maximum Kp of 9- was reached between 5/1500 and 1800 UT. Attention

is directed to the top plot which shows that polar cap potentials in excess of 100 kV

were measured 15 times by DMSP F8 during the main and recovery phases of the

storm. The largest potentials ,-_160 kV were detected at 5/0612 and 5/0936 UT. The

W-96 model predicted values of _vc > 200 kV several times. The largest, ,-_250 kV,

occurred when Kp = 9-. However the DMSP F8 trajectory was not favorably located

to cross most of the potential pattern. Surveys of ground and geostationary satellite

data available on the World Wide Web from the National Geophysics Data Center

(http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/stp/stp.html) show that: (1) A substorm onset at 4/1545

UT was followed by nearly continuous geomagnetic activity at auroral latitudes, and (2)

the magnetopause was at or inside goestationary altitude from about 4/9.300 to 5/0700

UT and from 5/1500 to 5/1815 UT.

DMSP F8 Measurements

Plate 1 gives an example of DMSP F8 measurements taken at southern high

latitudes in the early evening MLT sector between 5/0300 and 0310 UT. The presented

data allow us to illustrate the methods by which electron precipitation and electric

field penetration boundaries were determined. The top two plots contain directional

differential fluxes of downcoming electrons and ions with energies between 30 eV and

30 keV in an energy versus time, color spectrogram format. The middle trace gives the

horizontal component of plasma measured by the IDM, with effects due to corotation

removed. Negative values correspond to sunward (westward) drifts.

The bottom plot gives the electrostatic potential distribution along the trajectory.

The minimum potential of -51 kV at 0307:51 UT corresponds to the reversal in the

plasma drift as the satellite crossed the ionospheric projection of the plasma sheet

boundary layer (PSBL) [Zeleyni et al., 1990; Burke et al., 1994] into the polar cap.

The flux of electrons increased sharply at --_5/0306:11 UT from dayside photoelectron
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to plasma sheet levels. We assign the auroral electron precipitation boundary to this

time corresponding to an invariant magnetic latitude A, _ 62 °. The magnetic L shell

is determined by L, = 1/cos2A,. We note that the ion precipitation boundary extends

equatorward of A,. The fact that average energies were decreasing at the time of first

ion detection suggests that the boundary was one of DMSP energy sensitivity rather

than a true precipitation boundary. We return to this point in discussing CRRES

measurements near the magnetic equator. In some cases the low-latitude boundaries

of electric fields are not as obvious as those for electrons. Boundaries are assigned to

times when ion drifts deviate from steady basehne values measured at low magnetic

latitudes. In this case the boundary is crossed between 5/0302:34 UT (AE = 50 °) and

5/0303:11 UT (AE = 52.6°). Note that the bottom plot shows a potential maximum of

,-_2.2 kV at 5/0303:11 UT. This indicates the occurrence of a weak convection reversal

not visible in the presented IDM data. However, the reversal is obvious when the

IDM data are viewed at higher resolution. Whenever ambiguity exists about boundary

locations we have assigned the higher magnetic latitudes. Thus, As and L_ values cited

represent upper bounds. In each case we also used the assigned boundaries to estimate

the fractions of the potential in the afternoon (negative potential) cell distributed in the

auroral and sub-auroral latitudes. In the case shown in Plate 1 the potential crossed by

DMSP F8 in the auroral oval was -28 kV, and at sub-auroral latitudes -23 kV.

The histories of As and A, boundaries observed by DMSP F8 during the storm

are given in Figure 3. The Dst trace is repeated for reference. The bottom plot shows

that beginning at the time of the SSC AE and A¢ moved equatorward almost 15 °.

Most of this movement occurred during the initial phase (positive Dst) of the storm.

However lowest values in the AE trace at approximately 50 °, 47 ° and 43 °, occurred as

Dst approached episodic minima during the storm's main phase. The A, trace is similar

to that of AE, but appears to be more variable. The average separation between the

two boundaries AA = ]A, - AEI was 6.2 ° + 3.1 °, wuth values ranging from ranging
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from _1 ° at 4/0141 UT before the storm to 14 ° at 5/2150 UT during the last ring

current injection when Dst was -213 liT. Some of the apparent rapid variations in A_

near 5/1200 UT reflect the fact that F8 often crossed auroral boundaries at significantly

different magnetic local times in the northern and southern hemispheres [Gussenhoven

et al., 1981].

We note in passing that we were only able to identify in the DMSP F8 data set

two rapid subauroral ion drift events, characterized by sunward plasma flows >2.5 km/s

confined to latitudinal widths of _1 ° [Anderson et aI., 1993]. Both events were detected

in the southern (winter) ionosphere at 4/2022 and 5/0445 UT during portions of the

main phase of the storm when Dst had negative slopes, suggesting new injections. Both

structures were embedded within broader regions of subauroral electric fields. In neither

case was CRRES at a location favorable for observing their magnetospheric signatures.

Figure 4 plots the distributions of potentials measured along the DMSP trajectories

in crossing the afternoon convection cell. Each of these potentials is divided into two

segments. The top (black) portions of the lines represent the potentials (_) in kilovolts

measured in regions of auroral electron precipitation. The bottom (grey) portions give

the penetration potentials (_p_) measured between A_ and AE. These data show that

before the SSC the potentials were modest and mostly confined to the auroral oval.

After onset the total potential increased as did the fraction at sub-auroral latitudes. As

the main phase of the storm developed, O_n consistently exceeded 30 kV. Twice (_p,n

reached 60 kV, at 5/1458 and 6/0935 UT during the second ring current injection of

the main phase and a small recovery phase injection, respectively. The late recovery

phase was characterized by a return to small potentials and relatively little subauroral

penetration.
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CRRES Measurements

Plate 2A showsCRRES measurementsfrom the outbound part of orbit 765. The

data are the YGSE component of the electric field (top) and directional differential fluxes

of trapped electrons and ions measured by LEPA. Ey is positive in the dawn-to-dusk

direction. Not displayed are field-aligned fluxes for the two plasma species. Whenever

plasma sheet electrons were detected, their fluxes were nearly isotropic. This is

consistent with our assumption that the equatorward boundary of auroral electron

precipitation maps to the earthward boundary of plasma sheet electrons. While

significant ion fluxes were detected moving both ways along the magnetic field, the

distributions were anisotropic, peaking at pitch angle near 90 °.

This pass began shortly after the solar wind's dynamic pressure increased and the

IMF turned southward (4/1430 UT) IMF (Figure 1). This was followed by a large

increase in the predicted ffpc (Figure 2). Ey was in the dawn-dusk direction throughout

the pass which places the electric field penetration boundary at LE < 9..0. Attitude

errors did not allow accurate electric field measurements earthward of this point. The

electric field was variable around the background magnitude of 1 - 2 mV/m. After

4/1700 UT the variations increased and the background reduced to <1 mV/m. Electron

and ion boundaries detected by LEPA at 4/1735 (L, = 5.1) and 4/1724 UT (L = 4.85)

were relatively close together at the beginning of the main phase. There are two features

to note. First, the electric field boundary was well earthward of both the electron and

ion boundaries. This same characteristic was also seen later in the storm in orbit 769

when ffpc also increased rapidly. Second, the electron boundary was dispersionless in

energy, characteristic of a very recent injection.

Plate 2B shows similar CRRES measurements during the outbound part of orbit

766 which encompasses the interval of the southern high latitude pass shown in Plate 1

(5/0300 - 0310 UT). Note that CRRES data were acquired near 1700 MLT; the DMSP

orbit was close to the 1900 MLT meridian (Plate 1). The top plot shows that prior
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to 5/0227 UT the electric field oscillatedat low amplitudes about zero. Between then

and 0244 UT the amplitude of Ey grew in magnitude and its orientation was mostly

dusk-to-dawn. From 0244 to 0400 UT By was predominantly positive. We place the

electric field boundary at LE ,_ 3.75 (09.44 UT). The flux of low energy electrons rose

above background at 0342 UT when CRRES was near L, = 5.4. Not suprisingly for

the dusk sector, the flux of low-energy ions reached significantly closer to the Earth

than the plasma sheet electrons. We note that the inner edge of ion detection roughly

corresponded to the reversal in Ey. The energy-versus-time structure of ions shown

in the lower spectrogram of Plate 2B suggests that these are the so called "nose"

component of the ring current [Smith and Hoffman, 1974]. If so, ring current ions with

energies >30 keV extended earthward of the first ion detection by LEPA. Three items

should be noted. First, within the plasma sheet the amplitudes of electric field variations

were very large, but are of no concern for the present study. Second, the electric field

reversal at 0244 UT corresponds to what should be encountered while crossing a sheet

of positive space charge. Third, the potential difference between the locations of the

electric field and plasma sheet electron boundaries, obtained by integrating the electric

field along the CRRES trajectory is -15.4 kV. Comparing these with data shown in

Plate 1, we tentatively identify the small positive potential region in the ionosphere with

the dusk-to-dawn Ey region. The penetration electric field measured by DMSP between

AE and Ae should correspond to the dawn-to-dusk Ey detected by EFI between LE and

Le. The ion data presented in Plate 2B are representative of several of the orbits in this

storm. Their earthward boundaries were inside L,, and they were close to the locations

of LE and reversals in the polarity of Ey. During the late recovery phase (orbit 770)

they were clearly inside of LE.

Figure 5 presents the difference between the magnetic field magnitude measured by

CRRES and that predicted by the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF)

model (solid lines) and the integrated potential along CRRES trajectories (dashed
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lines) for the sevenorbits. The electric field, plasmasheetelectron and westward ring

current (LR) particle boundaries are marked on the figure. Since CRRES orbits take

several hours to cover the plotted spatial intervals, we caution that temporal and spatial

variations may be mixed. However, the ring current is of such large dimensions that we

may safely assume that its variations are primarily spatial. The minima in AB marked

by LR indicate the inner edges of the westward ring current and the negative slopes

in AB earthward of the minima denote the eastward ring currents [Cahill, 1973]. If

overshielding by the ring current occurred, the potential reached a maximum at LE then

turned negative, as in orbit 766 (Plate 2B). The positive potential excursions (most

obvious in orbit 768) were always small and are not always apparent on scales chosen

to emphasize the negative potentials inside of L,. In each case Or,,, values measured by

CRRES were comparable in magnitude to those measured by DMSP (Figure 4).

The following characteristics should be noted in Figure 5. (1) No plasma sheet ion

or electron boundaries were crossed during orbit 764. The quiet-time ring current is

associated with > 300 keV ions [Smith and Hoffman, 1973]. (9.) The storm-time ring

current was first encountered during orbit 765. It pushed earthward through the time of

orbit 768 when Dst reached its minimum value (Figure 2). During the recovery phase

the ring current's inner edge retreated slowly. (3) The ion boundary measured by LEPA

and the inner edge of the ring current followed each other closely [Berko et al., 1975].

(4) The electron boundary moved in the opposite direction to the ring current boundary.

Its apparent outward motion is due in part to the inflation of magnetic flux tubes caused

by the ring current. (5) L_ penetrated earthward of all particle boundaries during

rapid increases in _,c (orbits 765 and 769). At other times it retreated to (orbits 766

and 770) and even beyond (orbit 768) the ion boundary when shielding was established.

Overshielding, in the form of dusk-to-dawm electric field (positive potential) excursions

occurred near the inner ion boundary. The electric field structure is consistent with the

presence of very small quantities of positive space charge. (6) Oscillatory structures in
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the AB and Er measurements of orbit 767 occurred during a lull in geomagnetic activity

after a long period of large ffp_. L_ is placed at 2.0, although a period of dawn-to-dusk

electric field was encountered just earthward of L = 2.85. Radially oscillating structures

are commonly detected in the ring current [De Michelis et al., 1997].

Data presented in Figure 6 show how magnetospheric locations of the electric

field (open diamonds) and plasma sheet electron (open triangles) boundaries detected

by CRRES changed over the course of the storm. The plot shows that CRR.ES LE

decreased from 4.5 before the storm to 9..0 during the initial phase, then oscillated

between this value and 3.7 before retreating to 4.3 at the time of orbit 770. Detection of

relatively low and high LE values by CRRES during the storm occurred near the middle

and ends of UT days, respectively. As mentioned previously CRRES did not enter the

plasma sheet in the orbit prior to the storm onset. During the initial phase orbit 765,

the boundary appeared at L, = 5.1, then migrated to larger values during the main and

early recovery phases. The plasma sheet electron fluxes detected near Le = 4 late in the

recovery phase (orbit 770) are weak and anisotropic, peaking at pitch angles near 90 °.

They appear to be remnants of an earlier injection [Burke et al., 199511

To facilitate comparison between CRRES and DMSP F8 measurements, we have

also plotted in Figure 6 dipole mappings of As (closed diamonds) and Ae (closed

triangles) taken at comparable universal times. Looking first at the mapping of the

electric field, we see that DMSP LE also decreased rapidly during the initial phase of

the storm onset then remained earthward of L = 3 with relatively small UT diurnal

fluctuations during the main and early recovery phases. At the time of the CRRES orbit

770 both satellites measured similar values of LE. The mapping of Le shows some of

the variability noted in Figure 3. However, until late in the storm recovery the mapped

values of Le were consistently earthward of detections by CRRES in the magnetosphere.

It appears possible that the empirical discrepancy between detections of L, in

the magnetosphere and ionosphere reflects magnetic local time variations of electron
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guiding center drift paths. For example, Gussenhoven et al. [1981] showed that during

high geomagnetic activity the equatorial boundary of auroral electron precipitation is at

highest magnetic latitudes in the late afternoon MLT sector. This explanation requires

that CRRES measurements were systematically made at earlier MLTs than DMSP, in

the late afternoon sector. To test this hypothesis Figure 7 gives the distributions of

LE and Le measurements by both satellites in an MLT/L polar plot format. The same

symbols are used as in Figure 6. These data show that while LE detections by CRRES

were systematically at earlier MLTs than DMSP, this is not true for L, encounters. In

a few cases the L_ boundaries were crossed by the two satellites at approximately the

same universal and magnetic local times. Even in these instances, their dipole mappings

to the equatorial plane were significantly separated (Figure 6). We conclude that while

a UT/MLT beating between the CRRES and DMSP F8 orbits may explain some of

the small differences between measured LE boundaries, another explanation must be

sought to resolve the much larger L, discrepancies. The most likely explanation involves

the inflationary effects of the storm-time ring current (Figure 5) on magnetic field

mapping between the ionosphere and the magnetic equator. We have calculated the

equatorial mappings of A, data points shown in Figure 6 using the Tsyganenko [1989]

(T-89) magnetic field model with appropriately high Kp inputs. During the main and

early recovery phases the T-89 mappings of A, are in essential agreement with CRRES

detections of Le in the magnetosphere. Late in the recovery phase when the ring current

had diminished, the equatorial mappings of CRRES (orbit 770) and DMSP encounters

with the plasma sheet and auroral electron boundaries were very close to one another.

Discussion

The magnetic storm of June 4 - 6, 1991 had characteristics that were both ordinary

and ideosynchratic. Signatures of standard initial, main, and recovery phases of the

storm are evident in the Dst trace. The strong southward turning of the IMF at the
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time of the increase in the dynamic pressure of the solar wind near 4/1530 UT probably

hastened the transition from the initial to the main phase [Craven et al., 1986]. However,

the Dst trace also indicates that the development of the main phase ring current was

interrupted several times by partial recoveries. A comparison with data in Figure 1

shows that these occurred during northward excursions of IMF Bz.

The evolution of Ls relative to the ion and electron boundaries and the ring current

distribution helps clarify the controlling electrodynamics. Explaining this complex

geomagnetic storm and the electrodynamic responses of the inner magnetosphere

requires the full power of computer simulations and is beyond the scope of this

observational report. Indeed, simulations of the storm are underway using the Rice

Convection Model and preliminary results have been reported by Garner et al. [1997].

Here we seek to provide simple physical explanations of the behaviors of the boundaries

as observed in DMSP and CRRES data.

Electric field and electron boundary relationships

The electric field and the auroral electron boundaries showed distinctive responses

to changing interplanetary conditions. Data in Figure 3 show that at ionospheric

altitudes these boundaries reached their lowest invariant latitude near 5/0600 and

5/1800 UT, times when Dst had relatively large negative slopes, _2 hours before

reaching minimal values. Caution must be exercised in the apparently simple task of

comparing low-energy electron with electric field boundaries. Magnetospheric electrons

drift along trajectories that conserve total energy E, as well as the first (# = mv_/2B)

and second (J -- fPll, ds) adiabatic invariants. Allowed drift paths are affected by the

magnetic field geometry and the combined convective and corotational electric fields.

Recall that the corotation electric field was removed from measurements presented

above for ease in comparing the measurements from the two data sets and relating them

to high-latitude, ionospheric electric-field models.
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This subsectiondevelopsa semi-quantitativeframework for understanding

relationshipsbetweenthe two sets of measurements in terms of an empirical model for

auroral electron boundaries [Gussenhoven et al., 1981] and the Volland-Stern electric

field model. To do this, it is useful to review two background concepts about superposed

electric fields and electron drift paths in the magnetosphere.

Figure 8 schematically represents the distribution of electric equipotentials in the

magnetosphere with and without the contribution of corotating magnetic field lines.

Figure 8A shows a uniform dawn-to dusk electric field E0 yielding equipotentials

whose equatorial projections are uniformly distributed along the Sun-Earth line. In

this representation all equipotentials begin on the reconnection line in the magnetotail

and end on the dayside magnetopause. We refer to these as open equipotentials. The

equatorial projections of equipotential lines produced by a rotating magnetic dipole are

closed circles. Figure 8B schematically represents superposed equipotentials due to E0

and a rotating magnetic dipole. Equipotentials have two topologies, open and closed.

Consider the equatorial projection of the drift path of an electron specified by (E,

#, J). In the distant magnetotM1 it primarily moves earthward under the influence

of E0. As it convects into the inner magnetosphere the azimuthal component of drift

increases due to the growing strengths of the magnetic gradient-curvature forces and the

corotation electric field. For electrons with any (E, #, J) the equatorial plane is divided

into regions of allowed and forbidden drift paths, which may either close on themselves

or reach the magnetopause. The separatrix between open and closed trajectories for

electrons with a given (t3,/z, J) is commonly referred to as their Alfv6n boundary. The

Alfv6n boundaries for low energy electrons lie closer to the Earth than for electrons

with higher energies. Of particular interest are the drift paths of electrons with very

low kinetic energy which essentially follow equipotentiM lines. The zero-energy Alfv6n

boundary lies just outside of the last closed equipotential line in Figure 8B.

In the following paragraphs we compare ClZlZES and DMSP observations with
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the predictions of a very simple representation of the VoUand-Stern electric field.

Gussenhoven et al. [1981] showed that the low-latitude boundary of auroral electron

precipitation in a given MLT sector correlates with the Kp index and that its dipole

mapping to the magnetospheric equatorial plane is well approximated as the zero-energy

Alfv6n boundary predicted by the Volland-Stern model. Thus, an immediate comparison

of one major aspect of the present CRRES and DMSP measurements is appropriate.

In the appendix we develop equations for the Volland-Stern model with a uniform

dawn-to-dusk electric field that fully penetrates the inner magnetosphere. Equations

(4A) and (5A) show that the shape of the zero-energy Alfv6n boundary and the electric

potential distribution within it are specified by the ratio of the polar cap potential (eve)

to the stand off distance of the subsolar magnetopause L,,.

Before comparing our results with model predictions it is useful to recognize that

(1) Gussenhoven et al. [1981] correlated A, with the Kp index, (2) Vonand-Stern is a

vacuum electric field model which does not explicitly include plasma effects, and (3)

equipotentials in the magnetotall are relatively uniformly distributed as sketched in

Figure 8 [Maynard et al., 1995]. Nevertheless these empirical models provide useful

guidance for estimating boundary locations and potential distributions in the inner

magnetosphere. Even their failures help understand the dynamic effects of the ring

current on the evolution of these quantities.

Figure 9 plots A, (bottom) and its dipole mapping L_ (top) as observed by DMSP

F8 with the predictions of the Gussenhoven et al. [1981] model. The calculations used

the Kp regression relations appropriate to the MLT sectors in which DMSP crossings of

the auroral boundaries occurred (Table 2 of Gussenhoven et al. [1981]). A comparison

of data points contained in the figure supports the following conclusions: (1) The

Kp-driven, calculated values of A, and L, moved equatorward/earthward faster in the

storm's initial phase than is indicated in DMSP F8 auroral boundary measurements.

(2) During the storm's main phase the calculated values of L, hovered between 3
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and 3.5. Occasionally the measured boundaries penetrated to these values. Observed

electron boundaries were much more variable than predicted by Gussenhoven et al.

[1981]. The differences partly reflect rapid boundary responses to changes in the driving

electrodynamics due to IMF variations. The three hour index Kp was insensitive to such

rapid variations during the storm. (3) As the ring current decayed during the recovery

phase, predicted and calculated boundary locations were in substantial agreement.

Interplanetary measurements are not available for this period to help clarify the few

obvious discrepancies late on June 6.

In the appendix on the Volland-Stern electric field model we show that the zero-

energy Alfv6n boundary and the penetration potential within it are specified by the ratio

_pc/L,,. The empirical electric field model of Weimer [1996] was used to estimate ffpc

(Figure 2). The standoff distance was estimated using the dynamic pressure of the solar

wind (Figure 1). Values of L,,, computed for times when interplanetry measurements

are available, are presented in the top plot of Figure 10. The calculations indicate that

several times during the storm's main phase L,_ was at or near geostationary altitude.

The hash-marked boxes in the top plot of Figure 10 indicate times when measurements

from LANL or GOES satellites show that the magnetopause was inside geostationary

orbit. The middle plot gives the magnetic L shell of the zero-energy Alfv6n boundary

using _pc and Lo, and the the MLT at which DMSP F8 crossed A,. During the storm's

main phase the calculated value of L, ranged between 2 and 3.5.

The bottom plot of Figure 10 contains predicted and measured values of the

penetration potentials. The calculations were based on equation (SA) and used the

MLTs at which DMSP F8 crossed AE and A,. Data selected for presentation were

randomly chosen based on their proximity in time to calculations of qpc and L,s. The

data show many of the qualitative features of the Volland-Stern model predictions.

While four measured data points exceed 40 kV, the maximum potentials predicted by

the model are closer to 30 kV.
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Equation (5A) inticates that the largest penetration potentials should be detected

close to the dusk meridian. Figure 11 shows scatter a plot of _,_ measured by DMSP

F8 versus MLT. The largest values of Op,,_ were indeed detected just sunward of the

dusk meridian. To check the validity of this observational result we have examined, but

do not show, AE and A, measurements by sensors on the DMSP F9 satellite during the

storm. This satellite is in sun-synchronous polar orbit near the 1030 - 2230 geographic

local time meridian. Near the 2100 MLT meridian the electric field distribution was

similar to that observed by DMSP F8 in this sector. However, on orbits near the

midnight MLT meridian DMSP F9 detected no separations between the AE and A,

boundaries.

To help quantify the degree of agreement between the observations and models, we

have reproduced information contained in Figures 9 and 10 as scatter plots in Figure

12. Data in the top plot give invariant latitudes of auroral boundaries as observed and

predicted by Gussenhoven et al. [1981]. The middle plot shows dipole mappings of these

boundaries compared with the predictions of the VoUand-Stern model. Although this

shows that regression coefficients are similar, agreement is better for the Gussenhoven et

al [1981] model. The bottom plot correlates observations with Volland-Stern predictions

of _pe,_. In this case the regression coefficient was 0.8, and as shown in Figure 10, the

model tends to underpredict the penetration potential. Since magnetic inflation caused

the measured L, vaules to be outside of their predicted locations, this is not surprising.

Electric field relationships to ion boundaries and the ring current

The previous subsection considered relationships between the potential that

penetrates inside the zero energy electric field boundary to the ratio of e2pc/L,. The

relationship of LE to the ion and ring current boundaries helps understand the physics

controlling the potential distribution and shielding. Two very different penetration

characteristics of the electric field relative to the ring current boundary LR are found in
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the passesdisplayedin Plate 2.

During orbit 765 (Plate 2A) dawn-duskelectric fields wereobservedto L = 2,

the earthward limit for valid electric field measurements during this pass. These data

were acquired just after the sudden commencement and during the time when the

ring current was being established (see Figure 2 for DST and Figure 5 for the in situ

magnetic field disturbance). The ion and electron boundaries are close together and

relatively dispersionless. The inner edge of the ion detection is just earthward of the

minimum AB, or the inner edge of the storm-time ring current. The magnetosphere

was responding to a sudden large increase in _, predicted by the Weimer [1996]

model to be ,-,200 kV. Under these conditions the dawn-dusk electric field penetrated

the plasmasphere similar to free space. The penetration potential determined by both

CRRES (Figure 5, plot 2) and DMSP (Figure 4 at 4/1730 UT) is ,-_30 keV. No shielding

is evident. Penetration to L shells earthward of EFI's ability to make measurements

also occurred on orbit 769. This pass occurred at a time in the recovery phase of the

storm when rapid increases in _pc (Figure 2) and _p,,_ were observed by DMSP.

In our presentation of CRRES measurements in Plate 2b and Figure 5, we noted

that during the main and early recovery phases of the storm, LE was otherwise close

to the boundary for detecting ring current ions. The 30 keV high-energy limit for

detecting ions by LEPA does not allow us to quantify the exact inner boundary.

However, ion spectrograms suggest that LEPA detected the low-energy branches of

the "nose" structures reported by Smith and Hoffman [1974]. Chen [1970] and Stern

[1975] calculated the drift paths of low-energy protons in the magnetospheric equatorial

plane. With a dipole magnetic field and the Volland-Stern fitting parameter "), = 1, the

guiding centers of particles with equatorial pitch angles of 90 ° move along trajectories

of constant

k_(R,¢) _BoR_ #BoRSE- -- + EoRsin¢ + --
R qR 3

where R is the radial distance from the center of the Earth and ¢ is the local
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time measured from midnight. Other symbols represent: the Earth's spin velocity

= 7.3 x 10 -5 s -i, the surface magnetic field at the equator B0 = 3.1 x 104 nT,

the radius of the Earth RE _ 6.4 x l0 s m, and the elementary charge of a proton or

electron q = ±1.6 x 10 -i9 C. For a given value of E0 there is a critical value for the

magnetic moments of protons #=i,. If # < #,,it, protons drift along trajectories with

forbidden regions similar in form to those of low-energy electrons. If/z > #c_it, ions gain

access to regions closer to the Earth than the zero-energy Alfv6n boundary. Berko et

al. [1975] showed that the maximum magnetic deflection coincides with the peak of

the ring current ions. Since these two boundaries approximately track each other in

Figure 5, our ion boundaries determined from the LEPA data are nearly at the nose.

The inner edges of the ring current and the protons in the dusk sector should also be

related to the effective penetration distance of the storm time electric field. The electric

field reverses at the ion boundary in Plate 2B to dusk-dawn before settling to near zero

at very low L shells. The negative electric field is in the region of the weaker, inner

eastward ring current. The electric field configuration inside the zero-energy Alfv6n

boundary is consistent with a weak positive space charge located at the inner edge of the

westward ring current. This slight overshielding was seen clearly in orbits 766 and 768,

and weakly in orbits 764 and 770. In all cases, except the two orbits which experienced

the rapid increase in _pc, most of the penetration potential drop occurs between the ion

and electron boundaries. The distribution of electric fields is related to the separation

of the allowed regions for the ion and electron populations.

Particle boundary separation and the ring current

From Figure 5 it is easy to see that as LR moved earthward the ring current

strengthened and the electron boundary moved outward. The reverse relative motion

occurred during the recovery phase. A significant part of this apparent separation,

especially the outward movement of L,, results from the inflation of the inner
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magnetosphere by the ring current. Inflation of the dipole determined the locations in

L at which CRRES encountered boundaries and distorted the mapping of boundaries

sampled by DMSP and plotted in the bottom plot on Figure 3.

Summary and Conclusions

In this paper we have compared electric field and charged particle boundaries

detected by the DMSP F8 and CRRES satellites in the dusk MLT sector during the

magnetic storm of June 4 - 6, 1991, at ionospheric and magnetospheric altitudes. The

storm was initiated by a sudden increase in the dynamic pressure of the solar wind and

a southward turning of the IMF. Early reactions were to compress the magnetosphere

and impose a large potential across the polar cap. This potential caused electric field

and auroral/plasma sheet electron boundaries to move equatorward/earthward in the

ionosphere/magnetosphere. Comparisons of electric field boundaries with ring current

locations show that: (1) Electric fields penetrated inside the ring current when the polar

cap potential underwent strong and rapid increases. (2) At other times the electric field

boundaries were close to the earthward boundaries of the ring current, where signatures

of weak overshielding were detected.

The equatorward boundary of auroral electron precipitation mirrored the behavior

of the electric field boundary throughout the storm, but showed a higher degree of

variability. After its initial inward motion the earthward boundary of plasma sheet

electrons retreated during the main and early recovery phases of the storm. These

apparently disparate motions of auroral and plasma sheet boundaries illustrate the

inflationary effects of the storm-time ring current on magnetic mapping between the

ionosphere and the equatorial plane of the magnetosphere.
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Appendix: The Volland-Stern Model

The Volland-Stern model represents the potential distribution, _, in the

magnetospheric equatorial plane as the superposition of contributions from the

interplanetary medium and by an Earth-centered, rotating magnetic dipole

• (R,¢) - ---R-- + CR_sin¢ (1d)

The fitting parameter 7 reflects the degree of electric field shielding [Southwood and

Kaye, 1979]. With 7 = 1, there is no shielding and the constant C represents a uniform

dawn to dusk electric field E0. Equipotentials associated with such an electric field, in

the absence of the corotation field, are represented in Figure 8a as uniformly spaced

straight lines.

The corotation electric field is radially toward the Earth. Associated equipotential

lines are Earth-centered circles. Along the dusk meridian fine (¢ = 37r/2) the two

electric fields point in opposite directions. At some distance Rs along this line the

superposed fields exactly cancel. Defined in units of Earth radii

Rs _/f_BoR_
Ls- E--- (2A)

Southwood and Kaye [1979] showed that the shape of the last closed equipotential,

regarded as the zero-energy Alfv_n boundary, LA, is given by the expression

Ls
LA(q_) (3A)

Any point on the last closed equipotential (ZA, YA) = (LA(¢)cos¢, LA(¢)sin¢).

From Figure 8a we see that Eo _ _pc/W, where ffp¢ is the potential imposed by

the solar wind across the polar cap and W is the width of the magnetosphere along the

dawn-dusk line. It is interesting to note that equatorial projections of the magnetopause

determined from empirical studies have been shown to be self similar on the dayside

[Elsen and Winglee, 1997], and that the subsolar distance W ,_ 3L,, [Howe and Binsack,
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1972; Roelof and Sibeck, 1993]. The corotation potential (I'_ = f_BoR_ is approximately

90 kV. Combining terms in (2A) we find that

¢3L,, @c (4A)Ls _ _:

With a storm-time polar cap potential of 200 kV and the subsolar magnetopause

compressed to geostationary altitude Ls _, 3.

The electric potential _pen distributed inside of the last closed equipotentials

(LA(¢)) is simply -Eo, IrA. Combining terms we find that for the Volland-Stern model

sin ¢ ]4_/_ 1 ++pe"= V --- )lJ

Equations (3A), (A), and (5A) show that the zero-energy Alfvfin boundary and the

penetration potential are completely specified by the polar cap potential and the

standoff distance of the subsolar magnetopause in the 7 = 1 Volland-Stern model.
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